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These Quality Improvement Team 
Leads messed with the Excellence 
through Quality Improvement 
Project (E-QIP)…

See what they stumbled upon!
2018 ADDICTIONS AND MENTAL HEALTH ONTARIO CONFERENCE

MAY 28,  2018 FROM 10:30 AM – 12:00 PM 
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Our goal for today

We hope to inspire you to start or continue to grow your 
own QI journey by hearing from and asking questions to 
peer agencies about their experiences being supported 

by E-QIP and applying the Model for Improvement.

We will also provide an overview of  supports and 
resources available from the Excellence through Quality 

Improvement Project (E-QIP) which will include our 
online Community of Practice. 
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Agenda: 

1. Setting the stage: 15 minutes 
Why is a focus on quality improvement important for community mental health and 
addiction sector? What is the role of E-QIP? How can you asses your agency’s own 
QI readiness? 

2. Panel discussion: 50 minutes 
The panel of 4 QI leads from the first cohort of E-QIP support projects will discuss 
their experiences with the program. 

3. Learn how you can get involved: 10 minutes 
Learn about how you can become or continue to be involved with E-QIP offerings 
including the third cohort of E-QIP supported projects. 

4. Questions and answer Period: 15 minutes 
Ask the QI Leads, QI coaches and staff questions about QI and program supports for 
your own agency 
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E-QIP Quality Panel  

QI Team Leads from   

Cohort 1 of E-QIP 

supported projects: 

• Chris Babcock, CMHA Middlesex

• Cheryl Chute, Renfrew County Community 

Withdrawal Management Services

• Kathy King, CMHA Cochrane Timiskaming 

• Betty-Lou Kristy, Centre for Innovation in 

Peer Support 
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 E-QIP Coach

• Laura Daly-Trottier, QI Coach, E-QIP 

 E-QIP Staff

• Debbie Bang, Director, Quality 

Improvement (Addiction and Mental 

Health Ontario) and E-QIP Co-Lead

• Michael Dunn, Director, Quality 

Improvement (CMHA Ontario) and E-QIP 

Co-Lead 

• Jenna Hitchcox, Program Manager,    

E-QIP 
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Are you working on a (or more!) Quality 
Improvement initiative? 

A. Yes

B. No
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Setting the stage: 
QI for community mental health and 
addictions and the E-QIP initiative
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QI in health care

Quality Improvement is a systematic 
approach to making changes that lead to 
better client outcomes (health), stronger 
system performance (care) and enhanced 
professional development. It draws on the 
combined and continuous efforts of all 
stakeholders — health care professionals, 
clients and their families, researchers, 
planners and educators — to make better 
and sustained improvements.
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Source:
Health Quality Ontario - Quality Improvement page
Paul Batalden and Frank Davidoff. What is "quality improvement" and how can it transform healthcare?  Qual Saf Health Care. 2007 Feb; 16(1): 2–3. (PubMed)
IDEAS Glossary:  http://online.ideasontario.ca/terms/quality-improvement/

http://www.hqontario.ca/Quality-Improvement
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2464920/


Current state of QI adoption across Ontario’s community 

mental health and addiction sector
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QI readiness – where does your organization fit?
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What stage of QI readiness do you think 
your organization identifies with?
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A. Exploration

B. Installation

C. Implementation

D. Adoption

We’re thinking about QI… 

We are familiar with QI… 

We are experienced with QI and 

data…

We have dedicated and secured QI 

and data resources



Exploration, 18%

Instillation, 19%Implementation, 23%

Adoption, 16%

QI readiness levels in Ontario’s community MH&A 

76 organizations responded 
to this survey (n=76)
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The Excellence through Quality Improvement Project 

The Excellence through Quality Improvement Project (E-QIP) is a partnership initiative between 
Addictions & Mental Health Ontario, Canadian Mental Health Association, Ontario & Health 
Quality Ontario to promote and support quality improvement (QI) in the community mental health 
and addiction sector. 

E-QIP is based on the sector’s existing commitment to providing high quality, person-centered 
care to clients and families. 

Since 2016, E-QIP has been working with the community mental health and addiction sector to 
enhance the ability of agencies within this area of healthcare to understand and apply quality 
improvement (QI) methods.

To date, E-QIP has offered QI project coaching support directly to agencies, delivered an 
extensive training and education program across the sector as well as developed an online 
community of practice that serves as a portal for QI resources and sharing. 
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Working together to achieve a quality culture
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E-QIP 1.0 highlights – engagement 
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E-QIP 1.0 highlights – geographic reach 
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E-QIP 1.0 highlights – change is QI readiness scores

Exploration Instillation Implementation Adoption Mean scores
Pre-coaching QI 

Readiness Scores 
5% 43% 52% 0% 19 *avg. agency was 

in instillation 

Post- coaching QI 

Readiness Scores 
0 14% 59% 27% 25.5 *avg. agency 

was in 

implementation 
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Problem Statement

Because women with substance use, mental health and/or gambling issues have significant difficulty 
accessing traditional, office-based primary health care, the Jean Tweed Centre offers services 
(including direct care and referral services) to clients through videoconference (OTN) in a number of its 
programs. While the outcomes of this service have been positive, broader uptake in the agency’s 
Pathways outreach program, which serves a particularly vulnerable and marginalized population, has 
been less than anticipated.

Aim Statement 

By June 30, 2017, 100% of clients in the Pathways outreach program, who have been identified 

as having an unmet primary health care need, are offered person-centered primary health care 

services, either in person or through the Ontario Telemedicine Network (OTN). 
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Problem Statement

There is confusion around access to services, and data demonstrates an average of 186.4 days 
wait times from assessment to service initiation with case management services in London. There 
is inequity in service access depending on point of 1st contact.

Aim Statement 

To decrease “avoidable” wait times to case management services in London from to service 

initiation (this includes referral to assessment and assessment to service initiation) to under 14 

days, by December 1, 2017. 
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Network Coaching

2 Cohorts of Project & 
General Coaching

Education & Training: 

Foundations to QI (IDEAS)

Change Management and Governance 
Training

Experience Based Design

IHI licenses for self-learning

Access & General Sector Support: 

Linking and profiling via Quorum

QI and Data webinars  

Collaborative CoP Membership

Support for the IDEAS ALP 

Building on capacity built in

E-QIP Cohort 1

2060 MH/Add participants trained

29 organizations coached

404 MH/Add participants increased access to QI resources (CCoP)

Across all 14 LHINS

Support mental 
health, addiction, 
and concurrent 
disorders service 
providers

E-QIP 2.0: Building on Our 
Success
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Which E-QIP offerings have you participated in?

A. Coaching

B. IDEAS Foundations to QI (1-day 
training)

C. Other 1-day trainings (Governance and 
Leadership for QI, High Impact 
Leadership, Design Thinking) 

D. Member of the online Community of 
Practice on Quorum 

E. Webinars 

F. Met with E-QIP Directors or staff 

G. None
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Panel Discussion: 
Learning from QI project Team 
Leads from Cohort 1 of E-QIP 
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QI readiness assessment  
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QI readiness  

Where was your organization on the QI readiness 
spectrum before and after you started your 
project with E-QIP? 
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Coaching to quality
QI and Data Coaches provide agencies with two levels of coaching support: project-based coaching and 
organizational/general coaching support with a focus on leveraging and building capacity within the sector to 
support and sustain quality improvement.
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Project-Based Coaching

• Support participating organizations through an improvement project 

• Assist teams with the application of QI tools and methodology to their project

• Support teams in the collection of meaningful data that can be used to capture the 

momentum of the projects and integrated into decision-making.

• Individual and group coaching

• Educational sessions aimed at the practical application of QI methods and tools as well 

as data collection methods.

• Help promote a culture of quality improvement within organizations

• Plan for sustainability and spread of QI gains made during coaching period



Organizational/General Coaching

• Help organizations move to the next stage of QI readiness

• Help organizations identify an area of improvement 

• Help advance leadership in QI within their organization and region

• One on one coaching and support

• Group coaching

• Collaborative coaching/webinars

• Connect to peers

• Support training

• Develop a plan to further explore and integrate QI within the organization
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Coaching to quality



Coaching support from E-QIP 

What were your expectations regarding your working relationship 
and support from the QI and data coaches? 

What was your actual experience (challenges and benefits) of 
working with your QI and/or Data coach?
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Group- Coaching/ Learning Sessions

Date Session Title Session Objectives Who should attend 

February 20 (Toronto) 

February 22

(Thunder Bay) 

Executive Sponsor Session - Outline E-QIP curriculum 

- Provide education on the model for improvement relevant to leaders/ 

managers 

- Detail the important role for leaders in supporting QI 

Exec sponsors, EDs/ CEOs, managers 

*March 1 (Toronto) 

Or 

*March 6 (Collingwood) 

QI Diagnostic Tools Training - Teach the purpose, application and utility of key QI tools used for the 

purpose of diagnosing the root cause (s) of a quality problem and apply 

these tools to the team’s project 

Members of the QI project team 

April 4 Experience Based Co-Design Webinar 

(optional) 

- Teach and discuss the application of Experience Based Co-Design methods 

to capture and understand the client experience and how to use this 

information to guide improvements 

Members of the QI project team 

*May 8 (Toronto) 

Or 

*May 10 (Hamilton)  

Change Ideas, PDSA’s and Run Charts 

Training

- Examining different methods for generating change ideas and facilitating 

creative thinking 

- Teach how to plan and execute plan-do-study-act cycles and analyze the 

results 

- Teach how to display data graphically using run charts 

Members of the QI project team 

*September 11 & 13  Project Team Report-Back Webinars - Hear from all project teams about their progress and learnings during the 

course of their project 

Everyone 

E-QIP Project Curriculum – Example from Cohort 2 projects
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E-QIP Project Deliverables – Example from Cohort 2 projects



E-QIP curriculum and the Model for Improvement 

How did you find the pace of the curriculum? 

Were the action periods helpful? 

Was the curriculum meaningful and effective in 
assisting with meeting project goals?
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Sharing with others and how Coaches can help!
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AMHO

CMHA 
National

HQTQIPSF

E-QIP 
CoP

Conferences: Submit abstract for poster or oral 

presentation at a MH & A conference or quality conference 

showcasing your improvement project

Coaches provide guidance with determining relevance, 

organizing content to the submission rules and 

guidelines and proofing content for grammar, spelling.

E-QIP Online CoP: Share tools, templates, identify 

challenges, ask for advice, discuss data source or collection 

questions, ask QI tool and method application questions, 

tell stories of lessons you have learned 

Coaches provide guidance and tutorials related to site 

navigation, membership, support and participate in the 

online discussion, link to similar initiatives.



Sharing your work with others 

How did you share your work and experiences 
with others? 

What were the benefits to you in sharing your 
work and/or connecting in with other E-QIP 
teams? 
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Lessons learned 

What were your “aha” moments and lessons 
learned through your coaching experience with 
E-QIP?
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Sustaining your gains 

Have you started any additional projects or 

initiatives using what you learned from 

participating in E-QIP? 
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How can you get involved with 
E-QIP?
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Apply for Cohort 3 coaching support

E-QIP is currently accepting applications from community-based 

programs and services looking to improve a quality issue of their choice. 

Priority will be given to projects addressing the following areas: 

• Projects that seek to improve timely access to services,

• Projects that seek to understand and/or improve the client experience,

• Projects that seek to align with HQO’s major depression, schizophrenia or opioid treatment 

standards or take on the standards locally,

• Projects that seek to increase the use of client goal plans and/or improve client outcomes.

General QI and data capacity building coaching is also available through 

the E-QIP Team and can be discussed further with E-QIP Directors. 

Please complete a coaching application form and a QI readiness 

assessment for your organization. The application package can be 

downloaded here.

Applications are due on July 15, 2018. 
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5f0awrt9a6h5lvo/AAACSJCa_x_cE02CG1aoTgvua?dl=0


Timeline for the E-QIP Cohort 3
training

Learning
Session 1: 
Diagnostic 

Tools
Between 

Sept. 30 – Oct. 5

Learning
Session 2: 

Change Ideas, 
PDSAs

Between 
Nov. 30 – Dec. 7

Final 
Webinar
Between 
Mar. 7 - 31

Action Period 1 Action Period 2 Action Period 3

Virtual/On-site Introduction 
to coaching team:

Project Charter 

Agency applications for 

involvement in an E-QIP 

Cohort 3 project due: 

July 15, 2018 

Spread &

Sustain

Executive 
Sponsor 
Session 

Between
Sept. 1-7

8
wks

14
wks

End of March: 
End of 

Coaching 
Support

Sharing Results
Community of 

Practice & 
Quality Forum & 
HQT Conference  

Virtual/On-site 
Coaching:

Diagnostic Tools

Independent 
Continuous 

Improvement

Virtual/On-site 
Coaching:

Measures, Monthly 
PDSA Templates, Ramp 

Action Period 4

Virtual/On-site 
Coaching:

Sustainability Plan, Final 
Presentation Deck

3
wks
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Participating organizations in intensive supports (coaching) are 
asked to… 
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Agree to meet the milestones/ deliverable dates outlined in the cohort schedule 

Facilitate client and family inclusion in the QI process,

Allow team members time to work on the project as part of their regular work duties, 

Have monthly meetings between the QI Team Lead and Executive Sponsor to 
monitor progress,

Participate in group learning sessions as part of the coaching curriculum, 

Share progress via an E-QIP webinar at the end of the coaching period, 

Post at least two discussion posts on the E-QIP Collaborative Community of Practice 
so that other agencies may learn / engage in QI discussions, 

Be willing to share work with the sector via a poster, project profile or presentation at 
a future conference, forum or event (e.g. E-QIP partner (AMHO, CMHA, HQO) 
conferences) 



Become a  member of E-QIP’s Community of Practice 
(CoP) on Quorum 

E-QIP’s online CoP contains an attachment page 

with QI tools and resources and an activity feed for 

QI news/discussions related to Ontario’s community 

mental health and addiction sector. 

The CoP is being leveraged to share sector 

experiences, resources and insights regarding 

application of quality improvement methods and 

tools across the sector. 

This CoP is hosted on “Quorum” (HQO’s online 
platform) - an open, online community dedicated to 
improving the quality of health care in Ontario –
together. 
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Short tour of E-QIP’s Community of Practice

Activity Page 

(Discussion Forum)

Attachments Page

(Tools and Resources)
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Learn to use Quorum and E-QIP spaces

To join, sign up for “Quorum” at https://quorum.hqontario.ca/
• Click “Join Group” when you find the E-QIP CoP under the “Groups” page

• The E-QIP Team and QI/Data coaches can support the QI teams and staff members of 
your agencies in joining the E-QIP CoP and/or setting up a project collaboration space 
on Quorum should you choose to use Quorum for this purpose. 

Resources to assist in learning the platform: 
• E-QIP’s webinar on our Community of practice can be found here. 

• QI/Data coaches and E-QIP team members! 
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https://quorum.hqontario.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbfBUqHlebA&t=277s


3 key tips for using Quorum 

Subscribe, subscribe, subscribe! It is important to use the subscription feature of Quorum so 

that you are emailed a notification of when something new is posted on the activity feed or 

added to the attachment section of the E-QIP CoP and/or your QI team’s group page. 

Set your push functions to meet your needs. You can set the personalized frequency of 

how often you receive email notifications of new information/posts added to your Quorum 

groups. Options include: instant, daily, hourly, weekly, or never. 

Use the search function in the attachments section to find what you need. There are a lot 

of folders in the E-QIP attachment section, so, it may be hard to navigate and find what you 

need. The search bar can be used to quickly find tools, templates and resources you are 

looking for. 
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Continue you QI learning with archived webinars
Webinar 1: Introduction to E-QIP 

Webinar 2: E-QIP Supporting You in Quality Improvement 

Webinar 3: Supporting a QI Culture

Webinar 4: The Use of OCAN in Quality Improvement

Webinar 5: Quality Improvement and the OPOC

Webinar 6: The Role of Data in the QI Process 

Webinar 7: Change Management and Organizational Support

Webinar 8: Sustaining and Spreading Success

Webinar 9: Client and Family Member Engagement QI: experiences from community MH&A 

Webinar 10: EBD: Capture, Understand and Improve Your Client’s Experience

Webinar 11: Primer on Governance and Leadership of Quality Improvement Key messages for 
Boards  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUHeqxeplgc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkCigCz-9DE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXGvIw4JKtk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aeplQ1ATw8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1VBCMR-yDc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1r_YwNVk98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=na6xc7GTCjM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXhNEZI2VxE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxBJjLnfYHQ&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDVsQ02oCoA&t=199s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jMjoZIH2F4


Join the E-QIP mailing list 

Join our mailing list to stay 
informed of future webinars 

and training events:

http://eepurl.com/b1A5EX
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http://eepurl.com/b1A5EX


Participate in an upcoming training event

E-QIP Training:

• Upcoming webinar topics: 

• Myths of Quality Improvement 

• Using data within small tests of change (PDSA cycles)

• Additional webinars on governance and leadership for QI 

• Governance and Leadership for QI – second in-person session in fall/winter 
2018 (location TBD)
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Receive support from the E-QIP team for 
the IDEAS Advanced Learning Program 
application process

Application support from the E-QIP team is available for prospective teams applying 

from community mental health and addiction agencies to this program. 

The IDEAS ALP team is earmarking 5 spots in this cohort for the community 

mental health and addiction sector. 

Applications open for this cohort on May 29, 2018 and close on September 15, 2018. 

The learning session dates are as follows: Session 1: December 10-12 2018; Session 2: 

February 4-6, 2019; and Presentation Day: March 29, 2019.

For more details on the IDEAS ALP, please visit their website by clicking here. You may 

also contact the E-QIP Team at quality@e-qip.ca
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https://ontario.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d3d00b4db0308ab13f360cb79&id=7104edc45f&e=bcb32d9948
mailto:quality@e-qip.ca


After this presentation, are you considering 
applying for E-QIP’s third cohort of projects? 

A.Yes

B.No

C.Unsure 
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Questions? 
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Michael Dunn

Director of Quality Improvement 

CMHA Ontario 

mdunn@ontario.cmha.ca

1.800.875.6213 (Toll-free in Ontario)

Debbie Bang 

Director of Quality Improvement

Addictions and Mental Health Ontario 

Debbie.bang@addictionsandmentalhealthontario.ca

416.490.8900 ext. 236
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mailto:mdunn@ontario.cmha.ca
mailto:Sandra.cunning@addictionsandmentalhealthontario.ca


Thank you! 
The E-QIP Team would be happy to chat with you over 

lunch regarding Cohort 3 applications or discuss other 

ways you may get involved with the project! 
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